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The world, and particularly Europe, is hit by the COVID-19 pandemic. In contrast
to previous health crises, this one hits Europe disproportionately – until now, at
least. Although EU inhabitants constitute only 5.9% of world population, it counts
15.3% of confirmed cases and 29.6% of world deaths.1
This is why probably nowhere else is the health crises so intensively reported
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on and discussed as in Europe. Although scientists had been warned of a major
pandemic to hit the world sooner or later, people and governments have been
taken largely by surprise. Furthermore, the crisis hits at a time where society
and economy has already been hit by and is struggling with other crises – short
term (as the trade war between the U.S. and China) and longer term (as growing
inequality, state fragility, climate change, endangered biodiversity).
Different from previous epidemics – pest, cholera and the Spanish Flu of 1918-20
that claimed millions of victims – mortality of the COVID-19 pandemic has yet
to record such numbers, although the future count remains unpredictable until
a vaccine is discovered. The effects of the pandemic hits vulnerable groups – the
poor as well as refugees and migrants disproportionally – in developing and
industrial countries. No previous epidemic has resulted in such comprehensive
and such pervasive state measures.
In addition to the vast reporting and public attention that crowded out deep
coverage of other global and regional issues, there is a profound sense of
uncertainty – not only of the general public, but also business and policymakers.2
The current pandemic also results in intensive discussions among scientists,
policy-makers, academics and intellectuals that go far beyond health matters
while also questioning conventional development models and ways of life.
Although it is not clear how long and deep the pandemic will evolve and how it
will be geographically distributed, one fact seems to be clear: The world in Europe
and beyond will not return to the same state as it was before. It is impossible to
draw any firm conclusions and predictions as the pandemic evolves. This article
discusses possible developments that may emerge.

A major crisis – an end of an epoch?
Numerous commentators go as far as pronouncing the end of an epoch, particularly
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the end of neoliberalism.3 This mode or ideology, dominant thinking since the
1990s, in developing and industrialised countries, stipulated the superiority of
markets over state actions and of unregulated global integration.
In truth, neoliberalism has been widely and increasingly under fire for some time.
The substantive benefits of market liberalisation and economic globalisation
are undisputed, in particular in developing countries, where many have been
lifted out of poverty. But the downsides of unbridled capitalist development
have come into the open consciousness. Unchecked market development has
often led to market concentration and extra profits, undermining the principle
of meritocracy. Inequality has risen starkly. Unrestrained global integration has
risen the vulnerability of third world countries to national crises. Climate change
and reductions in biodiversity are among the most prominent downsides of a
development path led by neoliberalism. Privacy concerns have grown alongside
technical innovations involving artificial intelligence and big data. On a general
level, there is an awareness that the vast wealth created is not translated to a
corresponding quality of life for all.
In fact, the “hyper-globalisation” phase has arguably already surpassed its
summit. Trade figures indicate that the openness of the world economy peaked
in 2011. From 1990 to 2008 the rapid expansion of growth was driven by growing
global supply chains, accounting for 60-70% of overall growth. But the rise of
protectionist policies put an increasing strain on such expansion. After the present
COVID-19 supply shock, experts expect that the technology-driven process of
relocation of manufacturing from Asia and elsewhere may accelerate.4 Many
supply chains will be closer to home. Emphasis on resilience will supersede price.
True economic transport prices (including the CO2 effects) will strengthen the
trend for shorter supply chains.
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On the background of the multitude of crises, arguably the world was only waiting
for the present pandemic to strengthen the challenge to the present “hyperglobalisation.” But an epoch does not end by one event, but by a number of
interconnected occurrences. Developments will depend on how deep and long the
crisis will become, and how successful the responses will be. It will also depend
on how successful the forces of interest groups seeking to maintain the status
quo will be. In any case, the future looks more open presently than it has been for
a long time. The world is in a period of accelerating change, the leading edge of
which is the ever-growing list of developments that have gone from impossible to
inevitable.5
But it is not certain or even likely that this will be a turning point. In the first
place, the pandemic is throwing the dominant characteristics of each country’s
politics into sharper relief, “rather than being a watershed ... hyper-globalization
will remain on the defensive as nation-states reclaim policy space.”6
In any case, the pandemic is a window of opportunity for progressives. The future
seems to be wide open for substantial change, at least in Europe – the combination
of a more socially just society with less inequality and poverty, firm democracy
and a carbon neutral future. While similar hopes for fundamental corrections
of the unregulated economic system after the financial crisis had been largely
unfulfilled – the financial sector has been left underregulated – there is an
expectation that a lesson has been learned that larger change is needed, both for
the international system and the EU.
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Widely different impacts and reactions –
Germany as a model?
The pandemic hits some countries in Europe much harder than others. Among
the underlying factors are certainly the timing of when the virus hit. Those
affected later have had more time to prepare and learn from those hit first.
Secondly, those more internationally integrated were more vulnerable than
those less globally engaged. But also, underlying factors such as the quality of
health services and wider governance, are important.
In particular, the relative success by Germany is discussed. This biggest EU
member, strongly integrated in the centre of Europe and a recognized world
player, had – so far – less COVID-19 infections and less deaths than all the other
large countries and in relation to its size with most other European countries.7
Although Germany has also gone through the privatisation and market-driven
health sector reform (with too few and too poorly paid staff), this has not been as
extreme as many others. The country’s fiscal policy has been very conservative,
with low and falling debt levels. This allowed the government a greater fiscal
response to cushion the economy against the shock of a lockdown with reduced
economic activities. Important are short-time benefits for workers and bail outs
for companies. Other positive factors include a higher level of public trust; a less
poisoned public debate with less prominent populist parties; transparent and open
discussion; and a strong link between policy-makers and research, the federal
system of government and the still-strong corporate system of public-privatelabour interaction. To be certain, these factors are in no way unique to Germany.
Arguably, some of these can be characterised as social-democratic, many of which
are more pronounced in Scandinavia.
In any case, the social market economy alternative to the Anglo-American “free
enterprise” model has so far performed much better on the pandemic. However, it
remains to be seen to which degree the vast-boost programme will lead to a quick
recovery.
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The pandemic highlights the importance
of governance quality
Governance concerns the exercise of authority and control in relation to the
management of its resources. The decentralised and consensus-seeking way
practised, for example, in Germany is more complex and takes more time. However,
combined with an open and transparent way of communication, it results in
higher acceptance, higher trust and less-costly mistakes. Federal governments
where decisions are made by those close to the ground are more appropriate for
health crises that differ by locality. Top-centred systems with a strong president
or prime minister, such as the U.S., UK, or France, have not done very well on this
crisis so far.
One topic highly discussed is the – presumed by many – higher ability of
authoritarian systems (such as China) to deal with such crises as this one. But
while it was apparently able to quickly contain the epidemic, this was only after
weeks of suppressing news about it. The deception damaged its international
reputation.
On a general level, apart from the concrete economic, demographic and
geographical circumstances, how countries deal with pandemics has indeed to do
with political characteristics and the relationship of state and society. However,
this is more about how it is concretely ruled, administered and communicated.
There are democratic and authoritarian or half-democratic societies that managed
the crisis well.
On a related manner, it is suggested that authoritarian and anti-democratic
tendencies are strengthened in the crisis. Indeed, this is “the hour of the
executive” with less time for parliamentary scrutiny. The Hungarian government
has used the pandemic to declare a state of emergency. However, in most European
countries a misuse has not been noticed – until now at least. As importantly, right
wing populist parties have become less outspoken and face low voter preference,
as their simplistic recipes do not address dealing with a concrete health crisis.

Recognition of research
With the rise of populist voices and parties in Europe (and beyond), the respect of
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expertise had been questioned and often been discredited (e.g., in the run-up to
the Brexit vote). In a distinct change, the voice of expertise on this pandemic is
now valued by politicians as they crave for advice. The esteem of experts has also
risen with the wider public.
It is also realised that a multidisciplinary approach to understand and effectively
cope with the pandemic is needed. The insight of virologists, epidemiologists,
other health specialists, economists, sociologists, political scientists, historians
and others need to be combined and equally considered.
Open disputes between scientists are discussed in the public. The fact that
scientific insights are not static but develop over time is realised. Another positive
development is the wide acceptance of peer review and the open source principle.

Hope for a strengthened and more integrated Europe
In the beginning of the crisis, national governments reacted and regional
responses were absent. In addition, some key elements of the EU integration
were temporarily suspended – most notably, free movement was curtailed by
the closing of a number of borders. This has been widely criticised. However, this
criticism overlooks that health policy is not a mandate of the EU – it has firmly
remained the responsibility of national governments.
On a general level, while a pandemic spread internationally, its effects are very
different by location. So, while there is a need of international cooperation, the
pandemic needs – first and foremost – local reaction and management. Generally,
regional integration at the EU level does not mean that everything should best be
dealt with at the regional level. This is why the EU operates with the principle of
subsidiarity: highest possibility of self-determination and autonomy at regional
or local level.
On a positive note, the reactions to the border closing by the population, in
particular the youth, show the high degree of regional integration at the mental
level. A large number of Europeans has experienced a travel-open Europe
throughout their lifetime and is not willing to accept border limitations, except
for emergencies.
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In late May, regional integration returned to the policy level by cross-country
assistance. The French-German proposal of a 750 billion euro ($826.5 billion)
package for crisis-affected countries, financed by loans of the EU Commission,
breaks taboos of regional debt. This was followed by a proposal of the EU
Commission. If and when these proposals are adopted by the EU member states, it
may eventually be a “Hamilton moment,”8 leading to a significantly higher degree
of regional integration complementing the monetary by a degree of fiscal union.
As observed in the past, crises give the momentum to deepen the EU integration
– such integration did not arise from plans. Although a group of four Northern
European “frugal states” are in opposition, the change of Germany’s position
may well bring the greater cross-region engagement. This change of the German
position is highly significant. Germany is both the most populous country and
has the largest economy; it is also in the centre of Europe and is very open and
export oriented. The realisation that Germany’s welfare is crucially dependent on
the welfare and progress of its European environment has now firmly cemented
itself in the consciousness of politicians and the majority of the population, and
dominates the former conservative “frugal” view. On the European level, the
consciousness is rising that maintaining the welfare and democratic governance
in Europe cannot be achieved by the single nation states, but only by a more
unified Europe.

An emerging new phase of international cooperation?
Due to the growing globalisation, states, economies and people are increasingly
connected and depend on each other. The many gains and opportunities this
delivers are widely appreciated. However, the benefits are not equally shared, and
areas and people are marginalised, resulting, for example, in increasing migration
and flight. Another downside of globalisation is that local and national crises like
this COVID-19 pandemic can spread quickly worldwide. The increasing global
integration reduces the sovereignty of nation states and exaggerates the need for
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international cooperation and institutional governance. The financial crisis of the
first decade, the impact of climate change and this pandemic have shown this
drastically.
However, the multilateral institutional order with international organisations and
rules established after World War II – and driven and financed to a high degree
by the U.S. as the dominant world power – is fraying out. Underlying factors are
the declining relative power of the U.S. and the rise of other powers, in particular
China. The unwillingness of the current U.S. administration to support, and in
cases even to recognise some multilateral organisations, is evidenced by the cases
of the WHO, the WTO and the International Criminal Court. This comes at a time
when the need for international cooperation is becoming more obvious by the day.
There are, however, signs that the pandemic may rejuvenate international
cooperation. The consciousness of its need is growing and the need for cooperation
is becoming apparent to many governments and people. In particular, the EU and
China have vital interests to uphold and develop the multilateral system. At least
in Europe, the conviction is growing that it will need to fight for it.

A realignment of Europe to the U.S. and China
As the U.S. and China – recognised as the most important nations – are locked in
conflicts, the EU has to position itself in the conflict. One visible impact is the drive
for higher regional integration in order to stand up to the conflicting interests of
the two hostile blocks.
The distancing of the U.S. from Europe has arguably already begun at least under
former President Barack Obama, who saw Asia as the emerging power and key
area of interaction. The current U.S. administration sees Europe and the EU more
as competitors than partners. The EU members are beginning to realise they
must rely more on themselves with respect to security, build themselves as an
economic block to compete and defend the democratic welfare model and fight for
a multilateral world. Nevertheless, the EU and the U.S. share the same values of
human rights, individualism and open society.
China has become a vital trade partner for Europe, and it is a partner to uphold
and develop the multilateral world order. The EU recognises that the rising China
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also needs to play a more important role in the multilateral order in line with its
economic importance. At the same time, the EU and its member states recognise
that the Chinese government will continue to pursue its objectives of regional and
world power and to export its authoritarian governance model in an aggressive
way. The EU needs to balance its economic interests and common interests with
China with the firm upholding of high standards of democratic governance.

A new phase of Europe’s relationship to Africa?
The impact of COVID-19 on Africa is not yet fully known. The fears of possibly
devastating health effects have not yet borne out. It is not clear how the lower
rate of tests in African countries disguised the true scale of the pandemic. Also
problematic are the continent’s relatively lower involvement in global trade and
international travel, its hotter climate, or its possible better preparedness for
such a viral outbreak because of experience with previous epidemics and regional
cooperation.9 In any case, the health systems of African countries are certainly
less prepared for mass epidemics. But more important than the direct health
effects for Africa are and will be the economic effects: lower demand for Africa’s
exports on world markets because of the recession, interrupted supply of imports,
collapse of tourism, lower remittances, negative impacts on currencies and equity
markets. The pandemic could even undo large parts of the high gains Africa made
over the last decades in poverty reduction.10
In light of this, there are calls for the international community, and particularly
the EU as the closest cooperation partner of Africa, to assist African countries on a
larger scale to cushion the negative effects, or even to recalibrate the relationship
between Africa and the EU. However, since the expiration of the 20-year Cotonous
Agreement earlier this year – an agreement between the EU and African,
Caribbean and Pacific Group of State countries designed to reduce poverty and
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promote sustainability in development – there are at present numerous initiatives
and negotiations on renewing the partnership. The pandemic crisis also taxes the
limited capacity of African states to the maximum.
Most importantly, a balance needs to be stricken between meeting short-term
emergency needs and the longer-term development drive of African countries,
the core of which will be improving governance and improving the terms of
international integration and deepening regional integration.
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